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Abstract—The Physical Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP) is
a current research problem which adds a model of velocity to
the classic TSP. In this paper we propose algorithms for solving
the PTSP which avoid the fragmented allocation of memory
and precompute cell-precise single-source shortest paths for each
waypoint by using an engineered implementation of Dijkstra’s
algorithm. To determine an initial tour, we solve ordinary and
general TSPs. For moderately sized problems, we apply an
optimal depth-first branch-and-bound TSP solver which warrants
constant-time per search tree node. For larger problems, we
apply randomized search with policy adaptation to learn from
good tours. We evaluate our solution with a series of benchmark
experiments and compare the results to the winner of the PTSP
competition at CIG 2013. In comparison, our approach shows
similar results but also provides a graph search with optimal
time performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Physical Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP) is a
recently emerged challenge for AI [1]. Additional to the
classical Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) which calls for
minimizing the total distance the salesman travels within a
tour [2], the PTSP features a model of velocity which leads to
changes of system states in matters of direction, friction and
acceleration of the agent’s vehicle (referred to as the ship).
The objective of the PTSP is to visit the maximum number of
waypoints of the map in the minimum number of time steps.
The map takes the form of a two-dimensional board (referred
to as the gridworld) with scattered waypoints and multiple
obstacles. Even though the discrete setting is highly simplified
compared to high-dimensional non-linear motion planning for
robotics control [3], successful solutions have the potential to
serve as heuristics and to improve various areas, e.g. computer
game play, autonomous logistics, or underwater inspection [4].

Competitions at the Conference on Computational Intelli-
gence and Games (CIG) in 2012 and 2013 illustrate progress
for solving the problem. While the single-objective PTSP only
calls for minimizing the total simulation time, the multiob-
jective PTSP (MO-PTSP) additionally calls for minimizing
other criteria, e.g. damage of the ship. Hence, various other
objectives which affect these criteria have to be taken into
account. Given that TSP is strong NP-hard, there is little doubt
that with a rising number of waypoints, real-time constraints
and complex side-effects (e.g. braking distance, bouncing),
PTSP is a computational challenge.

The winner of all competitions (so far) has been the
Purofvio system, developed by a research team from the

University of York [5], [6]. It uses Monte-Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) with macro actions and a TSP solver for waypoint
ordering. Shortest path distances are precomputed using a
novel grid-search algorithm. Additionally, Upper-Confidence-
Bound-Applied-To-Trees [7] (UCT) is adapted [8]. UCT is a
randomized search method, effective for domain-dependent [9]
and domain-independent game playing [10], [11]. In this
work we provide an alternative to Purofvio with different
characteristics.

Our contributions are as follows. First, we utilized pol-
icy adaptation for computing tours and for controlling the
ship; integration of induced physics, like angular or surface
change, and more general cost functions. Second, we applied
graph search engineering; adaptation and tuning of shortest
path search algorithms (SSSP), resulting in high-speed graph
search. Furthermore, we generalized the problem to colored
waypoints, where from each color at least one waypoint has
to be visited. This variant is called generalized PTSP, GPTSP
for short. The depth-first branch-and-bound (generalized) TSP
solver [12], [13] is optimal. For smaller instances, blind search
is faster than guided search, as the per-node performance
offset induced for heuristic estimate computation can be large.
Moreover, we provide complexity results for SSSP and (G)TSP
that look settled, but contain subtle news: the backtrack solver
requires at most constant time per node and SSSP has a linear-
time worst-case overall performance. We formally prove that
the competing approach has inferior worst-case performance.

The paper is structured as follows. After introducing the
(G)PTSP and MO-PTSP, and discussing the limits and possi-
bilities of existing solutions, we transform the gridworld into
a graph and investigate the computation of shortest paths with
high efficiency within that graph. Next, we present a TSP
solver which includes an optimal depth-first branch-and-bound
(DFBnB) subroutine, and a suboptimal method which applies
MCTS with policy adaptation to accelerate solving larger TSPs
with a planner which improves the plan quality over time by
learning and adapting a policy. We then show how to define
and include more complex cost functions which are important
to avoid performance drawbacks based on slowing down the
speed by too heavy steering of the ship. Afterwards, we
explain how policy adaptation has been applied to enhance the
controller. We give experimental evidence that the individual
parts are effective, and that the overall controller is performing
appropriately in the benchmark sets.
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II. PHYSICAL TSP

The PTSP origins in the research of Interactive Computer
Games [5], [6]. The main purpose is to provide a bench-
mark for combined task and motion planning. In the long
term, one can envision applications, where extended PTSP
controllers eventually navigate autonomous robots in the real-
world. (Videos showing solutions obtained by the proposed
approach can be found at http://www.informatik.uni-bremen.
de/∼greulich/ptsp/ptsp.mp4).

A. PTSP Software Framework

To compare our approach to the Purofvio system, we
adapted it to the Java-based software framework for CIG
PTSP Competitions1. Within this framework, a ship moves
autonomously through the gridworld by applying thrust and
rotation, adding up to a total of six different actions which
govern the ship. The former can be seen as a boolean input
(either the ship accelerates or not), while the latter is an integer
value to indicate rotation to the left, to the right or no rotation
at all. All actions are applied to the ship as forces which update
its position, orientation and velocity at each time step.

The framework provides different sets of two-dimensional
benchmark maps (see Figure 1) of blocking and non-blocking
cells with 10-50 waypoints. The ship can only move along
non-blocking cells in order to reach the waypoints.

The crucial parts of the software framework are the con-
troller and the TSP Solver. The controller adapts the map
to a proper world model and determines the shortest path
from the current position of the ship towards every available
waypoint. The TSP Solver then calculates a solution to the
TSP based on the shortest paths provided by the controller and
reports it back to the controller. Based on the TSP solution,
the controller navigates the ship by performing multistep
operations (called macro actions or macros) which consist of
acceleration, rotation, and braking.

In the default controller which comes with the framework,
each map is approximated by a weighted graph (each 64 cells
are merged into one graph node), in which A* [14] is called to
compute pairwise shortest paths between the start location and
each of the waypoints. These distances are then fed as a matrix
into a TSP solver, and –utilizing the imposed schedule of
waypoints– the controller performs random search on macros.

As part of the framework, besides computer play, the
interface allows replay of preceding games and human players
to participate in solving the problem using interactive steering.

The execution model of the framework is real-time: actions
have to be committed at a rate of about 40ms. The startup time
is 0.1s for each waypoint.

Often, we do not require the ship to return to its origin,
which transforms the search for a (min-cost) simple cycle to
a simple route in the underlying graph. With this change the
complexity assessment usually does not change.

1http://www.ptsp-game.net

Fig. 1. Example Gridworld in the PTSP.

Fig. 2. Example Gridworld in the GPTSP.

B. Generalized PTSP Software Framework

In the generalization of the PTSP (see Figure 2) we aim
at solving a PTSP with colored waypoints. In a tour each
color has to be visited at least once, so that all colors but
not necessarily all waypoints are visited in a tour. The GPTSP
is a natural extension, but not yet part of the competitions. It
is related to a Clustered PTSP, where we have to visit every
waypoint in a pre-defined cluster before approaching the next.

The changes to the PTSP software framework were simple:
for waypoints we included colors as member variables which
were randomly assigned. For debugging the controller, we also
added waypoints IDs.



Fig. 3. Example Gridworld in the MO-PTSP.

C. MO-PTSP Software Framework

Another variant of the framework extends the above fea-
tures by adding additional types of obstacles to provide a
testbed for MO-PTSP solutions. While reaching all waypoints
is still the primary objective, three different, equally important
secondary objectives have been chosen: time taken to reach
every waypoint, damage inflicted on the ship and the amount
of consumed fuel. Fuel can be reloaded by picking up one
of the fuel tanks from the map. Additionally, the framework
provides different types of obstacles as shown in Figure 3:

• Lava (orange) is a non-blocking cell which inflicts
high damage on the ship.

• Damaging surface (red) is a blocking cell which
inflicts high damage on the ship in case of collision.

• Elastic surface (blue) is a blocking cell which makes
the ship bounce back without taking any damage in
case of colllision.

D. Basic Notation

Definition 1 (Object State). An object state consists of a triple
o = (c, v, d) of location c = (cx, cy), velocity v = (vx, vy)
and direction d = (dx, dy), which are changed according to
the imposed dynamics of the system. An additional color may
be associated to o.

Waypoints are static objects. There are other factors in-
volved, like the size of the ship for collision detection, that
we abstract from. The size of the ship is assumed to be 3/2
times a predefined radius, so that by enlarging the obstacles
by this radius (or by taking Minkowski sums) we assume that
the location of the ship is a point in Euclidean space.

Definition 2 (Map, Game State, Score). A map is a labeling
of cells with object types (e.g., @ for obstacle, C for waypoint,
L for lava, _ for freespace, S for ship). A game state g is

a triple (o, F,W ) of current object state of the ship together
with a list F of fuel tanks and a list W of waypoints visited.
The score of a game state is a triple s = (t, d, f) and records
the time t consumed so far, the damage d taken, and the fuel
level f of the ship.

It is possible to optimize the values t, d and f individually
or to take a linear combination: with each set of coefficients
(α1, α2, α3) in optimizing the cost function α1 ·t+α2 ·d+α3 ·f
one can find an element of the so-called Pareto frontier [15].

For precomputing an order of waypoints, the PTSP is
discretized to a non-physical TSP variant. In terms of object
states, o = (c, v, d) is projected to location φ(o) = c =
(cx, cy). Even though this is a rough approximation, solving
the standard TSP often gives a plausible ordering for the PTSP.
Due to the effects of the physics involved, we model the
problem as an Asymmetric TSPs (ATSP), which in general
is more difficult to solve, but in return more flexible for
incorporating complex cost functions.

III. SHORTEST PATHS

To find an appropriate schedule of waypoints, shortest
paths in the octile gridworld are precomputed via projecting
the current system state to the grid cell. In essence, by
precomputing shortest paths, the gridworld is contracted to a
weighted graph of waypoints.

A. Limits and Possibilities of Purofvio System

In Purofvio the determination of the shortest paths from
each waypoint to each pixel is precomputed and stored in
an array for further lookups. The authors apply an algorithm
adopted from color filling in Computer Graphics, called Scan-
line Flood-Fill. While filling simply assigns a color to each
cell starting by the initial one, the proposed variant is aimed
at assigning shortest path distances to the cells. Instead of a
breadth/cost-first search, the algorithm explores the gridworld
row-wise. Cells (beyond an obstacle cell) in the rows above
and below are marked for further processing and put into a
queue. After each extraction of a node in the queue, the process
continues testing shortest path improvement in each visited
cell. For a detailed presentation of the algorithm along with
the pseudo-code we refer the reader to the original paper [5].

The result is the improved locality of the search: given
that memory storage is row-major, processing the array row-
wise yields faster memory access to a sequence of cells
compared to alternative access patterns. Hence, as established
by the experimental results of the Purofvio system, the shortest
path algorithm extension to the flood-fill algorithm is very
cache-efficient. In contrast to Dijkstras’ algorithm or A* with
consistent estimates, however, it can lead to many reopenings
as cells may be expanded before their shortest path distance
value has settled. In other words, the Scanline Flood-Fill
algorithm is not optimal in the number of node expansions.

We know that, in the worst case, the number of re-openings
in a graph in A* [14] with inconsistent heuristic estimates can
be exponential in the size of the state space and thus lead
to an exponential number of node visits! So the question is
how worse the Scanline Flood-Fill algorithm (for computing
shortest paths) can be. Even though we have not established an



exponential bound, we can prove that the number of expansion
nodes may be quadratic in the number of graph nodes.

Proposition 1 (Worst-Case Performance Scanline Flood-Fill).
Given a two-dimensional gridworld with v cells. There are
examples for which the Scanline Flood-Fill algorithm takes
Ω(v2) time in the worst-case.

Proof: Take the following grid with 3k cells ni,j for 1 ≤
i ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ j ≤ k (dots indicate the continuation of the
pattern). .

LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL ... L
@_@_@_@_@_@_@_@_@_@_@_@_@_@_ ... @
S___________________________ ... _

Cells n1,j , j ≥ 1, in the first row are lava and incur a
cost of 2, cells in the second row alternate between obstacles
(n2,2j−1) and being free (n2,2j) with a cost of 1. Cells n3,j in
the third row are all free. S indicates the start positon of the
ship and the algorithm in cell n3,1. Now the Scan-Line Flood-
Fill algorithm traverses the third row completely, inserting all
the freespace cells in between the obstacles into the queue.
Processing these entries from left to right leads to a continous
improvement, as the new path to a lava labeled cell in the first
row will always be shorter than an existing one. Hence, the
first row is scanned a linear number of times, for a quadratic
number of expansions in total.

By utilizing a queue, Scanline Flood-Fill shares similarity
to the Bellman-Ford algorithm for computing shortest paths
via iterated scans over the search graphs [16]. Given that edge
costs are constant and that for each pass to the queue at least
one node on the optimal path becomes settled (as it is in the
Bellman-Ford algorithm), we have strong arguments that the
complexity remains polynomial. The lack of a linear worst-
case complexity bound, however, calls for alternatives.

Moreover, there is a strong dependency of the Scanline
Flood-Fill algorithm to the two-dimensional gridworld. It is
less flexible than a graph-based solution which is applicable to
various several other workspace decompositions (trianguliza-
tions, trapezoidal maps) in robot motion planning.

B. High-Speed Graph Search

For graph search in the PTSP, the lack of performance is
the main reason to apply either flood-filling algorithms, or to
rely on grid approximations.

In order to finish the preprocessing within the startup time
given by the framework, for the default implementation every
64th pixel is chosen as a node in the graph, in which A* [14]
searches pairwise shortest paths. One additional drawback
about approximation is that for every non-cached entry, grid
cells have to be mapped to the graph, leading to a nearest
neighbor search.

Proposition 2 (Complexity Engineered SSSP Implementa-
tion). There is a refined implementation of the SSSP algorithm
of Dijkstra (and A* with a consistent heuristic) for the PTSP
which has optimal worst-case linear-time complexity.

Proof: Our solution is a high-speed implementation for
Dijkstra’s SSSP algorithm [17]. Recall that A* for consistent

heuristics [14] h in a weighted graph G = (V,E,w) is
equivalent to Dijkstra’s SSSP search, where initially we set
f(s) = h(s) for start node s and update costs according to
w′(u, v) = w(u) + h(v)− h(u) for all (u, v) ∈ E. Moreover,
h is consistent iff w′(u, v) ≥ 0 for all (u, v) ∈ E. To
allow the entire map to be explored in the SSSP search in
fractions of a second (each waypoint is allowed 0.1s), we
exploit Radix Heaps [18], a key-based data structure, which is
both theoretically and practically efficient. For v nodes and e
edges in the graph, the running time for completely annotating
a graph with minimal start-to-node distances is O(e+v logC),
where C is the maximum weight (a.k.a. cost, length) of an
edge. In other words, weights are values in {1, . . . , C}.

To stay within integer range2 for the octile gridworld of
the PTSP, we use the approximation 577/408 of

√
2. Then we

multiply the cost of each node by 408 and divide the solution
cost by the same value. Even for thousands of search nodes, the
difference |

√
2 − 577/408| = 0.0000021239 is small enough

not to influence the optimal outcome. This keeps C sufficiently
low, so that logC can be considered as a constant (64 on a
64-bit computer), for an optimal Θ(e + v) = Θ(v) worst-
case time performance (the number of edges is at most eight
times the number of nodes). For the PTSP we have the weights
are positive integer numbers small enough not to exceed the
integer representation for accumulated distances at each node.

Besides precomputing distance tables of all cells to all
waypoints, there are two speed-up techniqueswe apply. One
is to allocate the space for the graph and priority queue
data structures upfront to avoid a slow-down due to memory
maintenance. It is known that for priority queues supporting the
decrease and delete operation, links from the graph nodes to
the priority queue nodes (and vice versa) are mandatory. Thus,
we propose to merge the graph node with the priority queue
node, such that no explicit mapping is needed to switch from
the one to the other. The joint node representation includes
a state label (unlabeled, labeled, or scanned), a linked list of
edges, the element for storing the distances, as well as two
pointers (pred, succ) for linking the heap elements. We allocate
O(1) memory (per graph node) prior to the search and no
additional space during the search.

The joint node representation is crucial to the performance
of the search, more important than the proper choice of the
priority queue data structure. One reason is that it avoids
dynamic fine-grained memory allocation, another is that efforts
for maintaining handles are avoided.

IV. TSP SEARCH

The name PTSP indicates that the problem of serving an
initial list of waypoints to the controller, is a TSP. TSP is NP-
hard in the strong sense, which makes it hard to approximate.
For a polynomial q let πq be the restriction of π to inputs I
s.t. max(I) ≤ q(|I|), where |I| is the length of I . Then π is
strongly NP-hard if πq is NP-hard. The problem πq for the TSP
is the NP-hard Hamiltonian Path Problem, where a graph on
n nodes has a Hamiltonian path, if its longest path has length
n− 1. This means for a growing number of waypoints n it is

2The radix heap priority queue also works for floating point numbers, but
the value logC is larger



unlikely that a polynomial-time algorithm exists, not even for
the case where the distance matrix is simple. Inapproximability
resuts have to be taken with care, if the triangular inequality
of a metric space holds (such as in the Euclidean plane),
using Christofides’ algorithm the TSP can be approximated
with factor 1.5.

Exponential algorithm for NP-hard problems are com-
monly called inefficient. From SAT solvers, however, we know
that NP-hardness results for the worst-case time complexity
alone is not necessarily the end of the success story [19]. This
is also true to some extend for unconstraint TSPs. By using
tight lower bounds close-to-optimal solutions have been found
for thousands of waypoints [20].

For the generalized TSP, GTSP for short, tight lower
bounds are more difficult to derive. As the GTSP generalizes
the TSP (immediate by setting k = n) it inherits its strong
NP-hardness. Let us look at the number of possible simple
paths in a graph that form possible tours. For k = n colors
this is the original TSP and we count n! possible tours. This
does not mean that every algorithm for solving the TSP has
to have a complexity of n! ≈

√
(2πn)(n/e)n. There is a

dynamic algorithm with complexity O(n2 · 2n) as follows.
Define S ⊆M , M = {2, . . . , n} and F (S, i) to be the shortest
route starting at 1, ending at i which visits each waypoint in
S exactly once. Then, for |S| = {i}, we have F ({i}, i) = d1,i
and F (S, i) = minj∈S,j 6=i{F (S \ {i}, j) + dj,i} with final
answer min2≤i≤n{F (M, i) + di,1}.

For k = n/2 (assuming n is even) we count 2k ·k! possible
GTSP tours: for a fixed arrangement of colors we have 2k tours
of length k. Moreover, there are k! color arrangements.

Proposition 3. (Complexity of the Generalized TSP) The
GTSP for k colors induces a run-time of at most O((n/k)k·k!).

Proof: For k = n/c colors (assuming c divides n), we
count cn/c · (n/c)! = (n/k)k · k! possible tours, a polynomial
function in n (for a fixed value of k).

Similar to the TSP, the number of tours does not necces-
sarily determine the runtime. We briefly describe a dynamic
programming approach to find a colored tour (a simple path of
mutually disjoint colors) for the GTSP. We are only interested
in the decision problem, to find out whether or not a colorful
simple path exists. We fill a table T (s, t, C) (with values
of type Boolean), where s, and t are the source and the
target locations and C is the set of colors of size i. We set
T (s, t, C) = true if and only if there is a tour of length i from
s to t. For i = 1 we have C = {c} so that T (s, t, C) = true if
and only if t = s with color c. For i = 2 we have C = {c1, c2}
so that T (s, t, C) = true if and only if there is an edge (s, t)
in the graph with color c1 for s and color c2 for t. For i+ 1
colors, we traverse the ith level. For each cell w marked true,
we look at the successors of w. If its color c does not appear in
C, we mark T (s, t, C ∪ {c}) = true. If there is a cell marked
true in the last row, a colored tour has been found.

Comparing a TSP on (n/2) waypoints with a GTSP of
(n/2) colors, shows that there are a factor 2k more tours in the
first problem than in the second. However, in terms of possible
tours, a TSP on n colors is larger than a GTSP with (n/2)
colors, given that n!/(n/2)! = n·(n−1)·. . .·(n/2+1) ≥ 2n/2

for n ≥ 2. For k = n/c colors there are a factor (n/k)k more
tours in the GTSP than in a TSP of k waypoints. In summary,
the smaller the k, the smaller the number of tours, but if we fix
the number of waypoints in the TSP to the number of colors
allowed in the GTSP, then the second problem is harder.

The first transformation from GTSP into the TSP was
introduced by Lien et al. [21]. Later, Dimitrijevic and Saric
[22] developed another transformation that decreased the size
of the corresponding TSP. Behzad and Modarres [23] provided
an efficient transformation. The main idea is simple. The
number of waypoints remains unchanged and the waypoints
in each cluster are connected in a cycle with all edges having
zero cost. To avoid to splitting the cycle the inter-custer edges
are increased by a large value M so that the solution cost rises
by exactly kM .

One obvious difference of our depth-first search approaches
and solving the transformation for the GTSP is that we
generate tours of length k, while in the compilation the tours
have length n.

We have implemented two (G)TSP solvers, one optimal
and one suboptimal one.

A. Optimal TSP Solving

As the default TSP solver was too slow for PTSPs with
n ≥ 30 waypoints, we implemented an incremental depth-first
branch-and-bound (DFBnB) planner [13], [12].

The Hungarian algorithm [20] (HA) solves the assignment
problem (AP). It runs in cubic time if called from scratch
and in quadratic time if computed incrementally. For a small
number of waypoints n ≈ 15 blind search is the fastest way to
compute the best tour. For n ≈ 50, HA is good enough to cut
off branches in the DFBnB tree to help the solver to come up
with an optimal tour. Compromises are weaker bounds which
take less time. For the GTSP weaker heuristics apply.

Proposition 4. (Optimality and Complexity DFBnB (G)TSP
Solver) Let dn/we = O(1). The DFBnB (G)TSP solver are
optimal and, besides the efforts for computing the heuristic,
have a constant-time worst-case performance at each gener-
ated search node. Space is at most quadratic in n.

Proof: The DFBnB solver avoids recursion an is based on
a pre-allocated stack. This way all space needed is allocated
prior to the search. With maximum depth n and at most n
successors at a search node the memory requirements are
O(n2). A bitvector is employed in order to avoid duplicating
the vector of waypoints already visited on a backtrack. In the
w = 64-bit computer era for current benchmark sizes it is safe
to assume dn/we = O(1).

To establish O(1) incremental time for the work at each
search node in the GTSP we pre-compute an array of bitvectors
masks m[i], one for each color i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, with m[i]j = 1,
iff waypoint Gj , j ∈ {1, . . . , n} has color i. If color i is visited
during a depth-first traversal, then we use the update vector
seen using the or bitvector operation, i.e., we set

seen = seen ∨mi

to changed the visited-status of all waypoints of color i. As
bitvector operations are assumed to be constant time opera-
tions, the update time at each search node remains constant.



If more and more constraints are added, the lower bound
from the AP is no longer tight. Examples from vehicle routing
are time windows or capacity constraints. In the PTSP, we have
that the pairwise distance table between two waypoints is not
sufficient to predict the system behavior and that objectives
like the change in the angle are becoming more prominent
factors. Tracking angular change involves a computation for
three waypoints and affects the accuracy of the lower bound,
so that finding the optimal plan to the physically enhanced cost
function becomes much harder.

B. Suboptimal TSP Solving

For effective suboptimal TSP solving, we distinguish be-
tween two major search options: Local Search [24] and Monte-
Carlo Search [25]. The latter is a class of randomized tree
search algorithms which backup values from the leaves of the
search tree back to the decision nodes to direct the search
towards the best plan found, while maintaining exploration
breadth.

Local Search relies on tour mutation operators (like 3-OPT)
and is used in the Purofvio system. The alternative we apply
is Nested Rollout Policy Adaptation (NRPA), an extension
to Nested Monte-Carlo Search (NMC). NMC is a recursive
algorithm which performs a certain number of rollouts, where
a rollout is a random path in the search tree starting from
the root and ending at a leaf which can be evaluated to some
score value. The search method in NMC takes the level l as
an argument and decrements the value by 1 in every recursive
call. If the value has decreased to 1 (or to 0 depending on the
implementation), a rollout is initiated. At each choice point of
a rollout the algorithm chooses the successor that gives the best
score when followed by a single random rollout. Similarly, for
a rollout of level l it chooses the successor node that gives the
best score when followed by a rollout of level l − 1. Hence,
NMC intensifies the search with increasing recursion depth.

Inspired by the success of NMC in single-player challenges
with large branching factors [25], policy adaptation leads
to considerably improvements [26]. Rather than navigating
the tree directly, NRPA instead uses gradient ascent on the
(Boltzmann softmax) rollout policy at each level of the search.

For the TSP problem with time windows [27] the result of
the engineered solver based on NRPA is state-of-the-art [28],
[29]. It applies domain-specific knowledge in only one pruning
rule. As the (P)TSP problems do not yet feature time windows,
we dropped this rule.

More crucially, the planner learns a policy in form of a
likelihood mapping from going from one waypoint to another.
The policy is initialized to zero, and is adapted each time a
tour improvement has been found. Moreover, by the virtue of
the nestedness of the search, the policy tables are refreshed
(one table acts in each level of the search), so that we obtain a
compromise between exploration and exploitation during the
search. We observed that NRPA is more efficient than the
backtrack solver for TSP problems with n > 40.

Proposition 5. (Complexity Nested Rollout Policy Adaption
(G)TSP Solver) Nested Rollout Policy Adaption (G)TSP Solver
requires O(n3) space.

Proof: The NRPA algorithm selects, evaluates and back-
ups random tours, adapting policies in form of n×n matrices
(stored globally) at each of the at most n levels of the search.
Besides backing up a tour at the end of each rollout, NRPA
allocates no additional space during the search, so that in each
level of the search only one best tour is active.

V. INTRODUCING PHYSICS TO THE TSP SEARCH

As highlighted in precurser work [5], [6] it is necessary
to enhance the TSP solver with processing information on the
inherent physical constraints in the PTSP.

It is not difficult to observe that sign of the determinant

D(p, q, r) =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1 px py
1 qx qy
1 rx ry

∣∣∣∣∣
determines whether r = (rx, ry) lies left or right of

the line defined by p = (px, py) and q = (qx, qy). More-
over, |D(p, q, r)| in fact is twice the surface of the triangle
T = (p, q, r) determined by p, q, and r. We use |D(p, q, r)|
as one term to our cost function to support the observation
that small surfaces lead to good steering behavior of the
ship. The surface of a path of location-projected game states
p = (c1 = φ(s1), . . . , ck = φ(sk)) is

∑k
i=2 |D(ci−2, ci−1, ci)|.

By applying Sarrus’ rule we have |D(p, q, r)| = |qxry+pxqy+
pyrx−pyqx−pxry−qyrx|, which shows that the computation
itself is simple.

We found the triangle surface sufficient to cover two
concepts applied in Purofvio: angular change and indirectness,
where the latter refers to the difference in path length between
two waypoints of the computed path distance to the straight-
line distance in the Euclidean metric space.

As in the Purofvio system, a compromise between the
accumulated path distance value δ and path surface value ∆
had to be found. For surpassing lava we multiplied the edge
weight to a grid cell by some constant α: the higher α the
more the ship avoids crossing the lava area.

VI. POLICY ADAPTATION IN THE CONTROLLER

Once the order of waypoints to be visited has been com-
puted, it is forwarded to the controller, which then aims at
following it. The controller needs some limited lookahead to
allow smooth steering. In the default implementation this is
done by issuing random searches wrt. macro actions. Within a
macro action, no change in the already selected action proposal
is allowed. In the controller of Purofvio, UCT was applied [5]
but no NMC search and no policy adaptation.

In a rollout for a policy P , childred s′ of a node s
are chosen wrt. eP (s,s′). The choice of successors is done
using a roulette wheel fitness selection based on these values.
Initially, all policy values are set to 0. As the entire state-
to-state table surely is too big, it is projected to an essential
part to be learnt. In the standard TSP this is a mapping
from waypoint to waypoint, while for the controller we have
a mapping from the path position to the macro action to
be chosen. Given a tour which improves the current best
cost value, policy adaptation now performs gradient decent



TABLE I. AVERAGE SIMULATION TIME OF 10 RUNS IN PUROFVIO
AND OUR PLANNER.

Map Purofvio System Our System
1 4664 3455.4
2 3859.6 3071.2
8 4426.2 2715.8
19 4678.4 3669.2
24 4404.8 3567.6
35 3391.2 2864.4
40 3325.4 2465.2
45 3555.2 3084.8
56 4405.6 4657
61 6050.4 4097.2

as follows. The sequence of children s′ = (s′0, . . . , s
′
l) of

states s = (s0, . . . , sl) with si+1 = s′i has the probability
Prob(s, s′) =

∏l
j=0 e

P (sj ,s
′
j)/
∑l

i=0 e
P (sj ,s

′
i). The gradient of

the logarithm at j of this term is 1−eP (sj ,s
′
j)/
∑l

i=0 e
P (sj ,si),

so that we add 1 to the best chosen successor and subtract
eP (sj ,s

′
j)/
∑l

i=0 e
P (sj ,s

′
i) from the others. This ensures that

policy adaptation increases the probability of the tour.

Hence, we included policy adpatation to the controller. By
the limited time of execution (40ms) we decided not to rely on
the outcome of a NMC. Each time a new improving random
path wrt. the existing policy (initial random) is computed,
a (Bellman) update is issued to update the policy. Since
computation time is a scarce resource, within executing a
macro action (where no decision takes place) the remaining
computing time is used to improve the policy. This option
already present in the pure random controller reminds of a
chess playing program which analyzes different lines of play
also at the opponent’s turn.

VII. EVALUATION

Our system is implemented in Java to cooperate with the
CIG PTSP Competition Framework which was introduced in
section II-A. The basis for our design was the default imple-
mentation. Besides a more efficient graph and priority queue
implementation, two new TSP solvers and one refined search
class have been added. All PTSP controller implementations
are the same.

A. Experiments in Single-Objective PTSP

For the PTSP solver, we used the CIG-12 benchmark of ten
30-50 waypoint maps. Thanks to the authors of Purofvio, the
result of the cross-comparison is shown in Table I. We see that
our system compares positively in simulation time, i.e. game
cycles which correlate with the time objective of the game.

For 10 waypoints we measured less than 1s CPU time
(on one core of i5 Intel PC Linux System, 8 GB RAM)
to precompute all accurate distances for each grid cell to
each waypoint (independent of the weighting scheme). For 30
waypoints we measured about 2s, for 40 waypoints about 3s,
and for 50 waypoints about 4s.

Next, we are interested in the performance of the NRPA
and its parameterization. In an unconstrained case, the solver
shows no problem in finding the optimal plan that has been
found by the DFBnB solver. For 10-30 waypoints, the DFBnB
planner was superior finalizing the search for an optimum

within 1s. In case of no additional constraints the pairwise
distances were applied, the DFBnB planner outperformed
NRPA for n up to 40.

When incorporating more complex cost functions as re-
quired for the PTSP, the outcome changes and the Monte-Carlo
solver performed better. The parameterization of NRPA was a
5-level search with iteration width 20 (cf. [26] for a description
of the parameters).

B. Experiments in the Generalized PTSP

The results for the Generalized TSP are shown in Table II.
Again, we used the CIG-12 benchmark. It shows statistics of
the simulation time for a decreasing number of colors. We
observe a promising performance and scaling behavior.

TABLE II. MEAN SIMULATION TIME AND STANDARD DEVIATION (OF
10 RUNS) FOR RUNNING OUR PTSP CONTROLLER ON THE COLORED TSP.

10 colors 5 colors 2 colors
Map Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev.

1 787.5 81.775 389.6 25.105 220.9 33.087
2 800.1 164.913 454.4 41.561 224.7 34.237
8 824.5 94.669 350.2 40.488 136.8 2.347

19 926.9 148.634 441.7 84.782 167.7 3.888
24 957.2 98.634 487.3 70.349 248.4 7.647
35 886.5 81.036 492.4 121.004 126 3.231
40 758.4 82.594 434 34.785 153.5 21.920
45 968.0 144.208 414 76.840 246.1 27.678
56 1451.4 316.005 704.4 44.415 318.9 27.762
61 808.4 126.908 365.9 43.859 178.3 5.355

C. Experiments in the Multi-Objective PTSP

For the MO-PTSP solver, we thus used the benchmark of
10 maps which were included in the default implementation.
We multiplied the cost of an edge with 2.5 for edges that lead
to lava. The different sorts of obstacles (elastic, damaging)
were not included in the cost function, as they were considered
to be either hardly predictable or of less influence to the overall
result. Given that the criteria are judged independently, there is
no joint cost function that applies to all criteria, so that we took
one compromise. Additionally, the consumption of fuel never
reaches a critical level on the benchmark maps, even without
ever picking up a single barrel of fuel. Thus, we decided not
to consider the fuel goal at all.

As shown in Table III we could reach a similar performance
to the PuroMovio system [6].

VIII. CONCLUSION

The demands for a tight integration of task and motion
planning in computer game playing and robotics have resulted
in a rising research interest in the PTSP. We have presented

TABLE III. WAYPOINTS MISSED, AVERAGE SIMULATION TIME AND
DAMAGE OF 10 RUNS IN PUROFMOVIO (CF. [6]) AND OUR PLANNER.

Controller Waypoints Missed Time Damage
2012 Purofvio controller 2.29 1394.4 444.8
PurofMovio 0.15 1951.9 461.8
PurofMovio (no fuel) 0.06 1718.1 420.2
Our System 0.00 1745.5 412.6



and extended a PTSP engine which compares well with the
state-of-the-art. In both cases, we also reduced the number of
parameters of the search. We expect improved performance
using machine learning to fine-tune the simulation parameters
[6]. Furthermore, we are interested to compare our approach to
other state-of-the-art speed-up techniques [30], [31] and PTSP
solutions [32].

Our contributions include efficient optimal and suboptimal
TSP solvers, where the former is tuned for constant node
performance and the latter exploits recent advances in Monte-
Carlo tree search. For steering the ship in the simulator,
we added policy adaptation. We also offered a new way of
computing tours with a small change in direction computing
the surface of the ship trajectories and used Radix Heaps for
efficient SSSP search with the algorithm of Dijkstra.

Using a graph for representing the grid helps to overcome
the problem of the grid resolution being increased. Methods
like Scanline Flood-Fill are bound to 2D, while the graph
representation supported in our engineered shortest-path search
is not [33].

One open theoretical question is, whether GTSP is fixed-
parameter tractable, i.e., if the running time can be bounded
O(f(k) · nO(1)), that is f(k) does not depend on n and the
factor nk has to be avoided. A positive example is Vertex
Cover, a negative example is Graph Coloring.
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